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Improving Medical Support Order Enforcement in Wisconsin 

INTRODUCTION 

In 2001 the Wisconsin Bureau of Child Support began a project to improve the enforcement of 

medical support orders in child support cases. The project upgraded data systems to automate much of the 

medical support order enforcement process and to allow county child support staff to more easily identify 

cases needing medical support enforcement action. In addition, health insurance records from private 

insurers have been made routinely available to the enforcement system. A previous report by the Institute 

for Research on Poverty detailed the planning and implementation of these changes.1

BACKGROUND 

 This report 

documents the operation of the upgrades and examines how medical support enforcement outcomes have 

changed. 

A longstanding goal of national and state child support policy is to assure that children’s health 

care needs are explicitly addressed in child support orders. Wisconsin adopted legislation directing courts 

to “specifically assign responsibility for and direct the manner of payment of the child's health care 

expenses” in child support cases.2

                                                      

1Cook, Steven T., Thomas Kaplan and Ingrid Rothe. 2007. “Automated Procedures for Enforcing Medical 
Support Orders: Developments in Wisconsin and Other States.” Report for the Wisconsin Department of Workforce 
Development. Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin—Madison. Institute for Research on Poverty. 

2Wis. Stats. §767.513(2) 

 Although medical support orders may take the form of cash payment 

for medical expenses, more often a parent who has private health insurance available at a reasonable cost 

(generally through an employer) will be ordered to initiate or continue health insurance coverage for the 

children. Enforcement of orders to enroll children in parental health insurance policies has posed 

difficulties; determining whether the parent has coverage requires identifying and contacting the parent’s 

employer, waiting for a reply, and then entering and maintaining records of that coverage. The 

implementation of standardized forms for employer contact—the National Medical Support Notice 
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(NMSN)—and regulations requiring employer cooperation improved this process. Nevertheless, the 

process remained mostly a manual operation that was time-consuming for county staff and subject to 

rapid outdating as the employment and health insurance status of parents changed.  

With these difficulties in mind, Wisconsin’s Bureau of Child Support implemented data system 

improvements designed to automate the identification of relevant insurance coverage and contacts with 

employers to enroll eligible children. The improvements include new data fields and automated actions in 

the Kids Information Data System (KIDS), the bureau’s management information system. In addition, the 

bureau was able to gain access to data on private health insurance coverage collected by the state’s 

Medicaid program. This access to a monthly match of private health insurance coverage for all parents 

and children subject to a medical support order allows the child support system to determine through an 

automated process if parents have an insurance plan that covers their children. If a parent with an order is 

found to have coverage, and the parent’s children are not covered, then the system automatically sends an 

NMSN to the employer to request enrollment of the children.3

After several years of planning and design, the bureau activated the data system improvements on 

August 10, 2007. Data from the first match with the private insurer information was loaded into KIDS on 

August 25.

 

4 The state expected several results from the implementation of these system improvements. 

With data on coverage obtained directly from private health insurers and updated monthly, the state 

anticipated having much more accurate information about the current health insurance coverage status of 

parents and children covered by medical support orders. Based on that expectation, data that had been 

previously collected were dumped from the system.5

                                                      

3For a full description of the system improvements see Steven T. Cook, Thomas Kaplan and Ingrid Rothe,  
“Automated Procedures for Enforcing Medical Support Orders: Developments in Wisconsin and Other States.” 
Report for the Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development. Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin—
Madison, 2007. Institute for Research on Poverty. 

4Matches with the private insurance data were limited to parents and children who were on Medicaid and 
BadgerCare. Legal authority to perform matches for non-Medicaid cases required passage of legislation that was not 
enacted until October 2007. The match with all cases (including non-Medicaid) was started on July 25, 2008. 

 The state expected that the new data would identify 

5Child support case workers had the option of retaining and reentering old data if they thought the data 
were still useful. 
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many more parents with a medical support order who were covered by private insurance while their 

children were not. Once such cases were identified, NMSNs would be automatically sent to the parent’s 

employer to request enrollment of the children on the parent’s health plan. This was expected to lead to an 

increase in children covered by private health insurance. Because some of these children have been 

covered by the state’s public health insurance programs (Medicaid and BadgerCare), savings in public 

health insurance costs were also expected. 

EARLY RESULTS OF THE SYSTEM CHANGES 

Health Insurance Policies 

Table 1 displays data collected from the KIDS system concerning the numbers of health 

insurance policies added to the KIDS system after the match with the private health insurance data. The 

table compares three points in time: early August 2007, before the new system improvements were 

activated; late August 2007, after the initial match of Medicaid cases with private health insurance data; 

and July 2008, after the last match of Medicaid-only cases. The comparisons pose certain problems. BCS 

staff believe that health insurance information in KIDS before the new system implementation contained 

obsolete and inaccurate data, since it was difficult to obtain consistently updated information about 

employer-provided policies under the old system, and since the expectation of the new data from the 

automated match may have led staff to be less concerned with keeping the pre-match information current. 

Bureau staff did make an effort to determine if policies listed in the pre-match data were currently active 

at the time of the transition (referred to as the “good policy report”),6

Table 1 presents figures for different types of insurance policies at each of the three points. The 

match with the private health insurance data immediately paid large dividends, increasing the number of 

known policies for child support cases by over six times, from nearly 15,000 estimated current policies in 

 and we used the numbers of these 

“good insurance policies” to reflect the situation before the match. 

                                                      

6“Good policy report” data were provided in an extract by John Deits, DWD, BITS. 
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Table 1 
Health Insurance Policies in KIDS 

 
August 9, 2007 

(Good Policy Data)  
August 26, 2007 

(After First Match)  

July 20, 2008 
(After Last Medicaid-

Only Match) 
 N %  N %  N % 
         
Total Policies 14,747   98,348   212,030  
         
By Covered Care         
Medical 6,301 42.7%  29,800 30.3%  66,050 31.2% 
Dental 3,217 21.8%  34,221 34.8%  68,547 32.3% 
Vision 1,067 7.2%  3,342 3.4%  8,392 4.0% 
Combination 4,161 28.2%  30,985 31.5%  69,041 32.6% 
         
By Type of Coveragea         
Individual     49,935 50.8%  80,959 38.2% 
Family    48,343 49.2%  125,352 59.1% 
Other    6 0.01%  845 0.4% 
         
By Data Source         
DHFS Match    98,230 99.9%  192,760 90.9% 
Other (Employer/Parent) 14,747 100.0%  118 0.1%  19,270 9.1% 
         
With Employer Indicated         
Yes 14,747 100.0%  56,259 57.2%  127,155 60.0% 
No       42,089 42.8%   84,875 40.0% 
aNot available in Good Policy Data 
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KIDS before the match to over 98,000 known policies after the match in late August 2007. Almost all the  

policies registered after that point were entered into KIDS from the match with the private health care 

data, county case workers having entered only a handful of cases. 

The increased proportion of dental and combination plans in the post-match data is also 

noteworthy. When county workers had to collect the data manually, greater attention may have been paid 

to the major medical component of parents’ insurance, and employers or parents may have omitted 

reporting secondary components of health insurance coverage such as dental or vision. The direct match 

appears to collect proportionally more of the secondary insurance coverages. 

It is important to note that this increase in known plans from before to after the first match does 

not necessarily represent an increase in actual insurance coverage. Most of the insurance data collected 

through the match were from policies that existed and may have provided coverage to children before the 

match, but this coverage was not available in KIDS to support the enforcement of medical support orders.  

Eleven months after the initial match, the number of policies known to KIDS increased again, 

more than doubling between late August 2007 and late July 2008. Policies entered by caseworkers 

remained a relatively small share (under 10 percent) of the entire set of known policies. However, because 

the number of known policies is so much larger, that small percentage represents more policies than the 

entire set of estimated “good” policies before the first match (19,000 compared to 14,700). It may be that 

the increased information available to child support workers from the match has provided tools that allow 

them to find even more policies that are not available in the match itself. The table also shows that the 

first match in July 2007 yielded a small majority of policies that were for individual coverage. In contrast, 

by July 2008, the system contains 50 percent more family coverage plans than individual plans, 

suggesting that child support agencies have been able to use the new data to enforce the enrollment of 

children onto parents’ plans. 

A little more than half of the policies in both the August 2007 post-match observation and the 

July 2008 match have employers associated with them. In August 2007 employers were listed on 56,259 

policies (57.2 percent), and in July 2008 employers were listed on 127,155 policies (60 percent). Policies 
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with employers listed are more likely to include dental or vision benefits and are more likely to be 

individual coverage policies in both time periods. KIDS is programmed to automatically print and send an 

NMSN to that employer to request the enrollment of the children on the policy if the following conditions 

apply: a policy is found for the parent, the child is not covered under private health insurance, and a single 

employer is identified for the covered parent. 

National Medical Support Notices 

With the large increase in information available to the KIDS system and to child support workers, 

many more opportunities to pursue health insurance enrollment by sending NMSNs became available. 

Figure 1 shows the large increases in the NMSNs sent by child support workers in the period immediately 

following the first match. Monthly mailings of NMSNs had been steadily around 6,000 to 8,000 for the 

year and a half preceding the match and then immediately soared to 20,000 in August 2007. Another peak 

of 10,000 occurred in October 2008; many of these NMSNs may have been follow-ups to those mailed in 

August. Once this initial peak in NMSNs was over, monthly rates fell back to levels similar to those 

preceding the first match.  

Although KIDS does not provide a direct record of employee responses, we can make some 

inferences from data that are in KIDS. Table 2 shows that of the 19,579 cases that had NMSNs mailed to 

employers in August 2007, 4,032 had a follow-up NMSN sent in the next 3 months. This is an indication 

that the employer did not respond or submitted an unacceptable reason for not enrolling the children. On 

the other hand 5,557 cases had children enrolled on the NCP’s health insurance plan within 4 months after 

the August 2007 mailing. 

Insurance Coverage of Children 

The goal of adding policy data to KIDS and of automating the process of identifying and 

contacting employers providing health insurance is to enforce the health insurance orders that are now 
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Figure 1
NMSNs Sent
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Table 2 
Responses to National Medical Support Notices After First Match 

Cases with NMSN Sent (August 2007) 19,579  

Requiring Follow-Up within 4 months 4,032 20.6% 

Adding a Child to Private Health Insurance 5,557 28.4% 
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required on all IV-D cases with orders. The ultimate success of these system changes will only become 

apparent by examining the extent to which children covered by health insurance orders are covered on 

parents’ private insurance.  

Although the state’s primary enforcement focus has been on enrolling uninsured children on the 

insurance plan of the noncustodial parent, the matching procedure with the private health insurance data 

finds private health insurance coverage of children regardless of which parent is the policy holder. Table 

3 shows the numbers of children listed as having private insurance, and who the policy holder is, for the 

immediate post-first match time period in August 2007 and almost a year later in July 2008. These figures 

consider only the children on IV-D cases because almost all IV-D children have health insurance orders, 

whereas many non-IV-D cases do not. 

The total number of children in IV-D cases increased only slightly during this period. In contrast, 

the number of children covered by private health insurance doubled. In less than a year, the proportion of 

IV-D children with private health insurance coverage moved from 10 percent of the caseload to over 20 

percent, an increase that contradicts generic trends in children’s health insurance coverage. Nationally, 

coverage of children on private health insurance policies has declined by about 0.4 percentage points per 

year for the last decade.7

From No Insurance or Public Insurance to Private Health Insurance 

 Table 3 also shows that more of the coverage increase came from noncustodial 

parents, the focus of the state’s recent enforcement efforts, than from custodial parents, although the 

number of children covered by custodial parents also increased. 

The increases in children’s private health coverage come from two sources. One is children who 

were previously uninsured, and the other is children who had been participating in public health 

insurance. To examine these transitions, we look at the children who were enrolled in private coverage in 

                                                      

7“Table C-3. Health Insurance Coverage by Age: 1999 to 2007” in Carmen DeNavas-Walt, Bernadette D. 
Proctor, and Jessica C. Smith, U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Reports, P60-235, Income, Poverty, and 
Health Insurance Coverage in the United States: 2007, Washington, DC: U.S. Census Bureau, 2008. 
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Table 3 
IV-D Children, Private Health Insurance Coverage 

 
August 26, 2007 

(After First Match)  

July 20, 2008 
(After Last Medicaid-Only 

Match) 
 N %  N % 

Total Children 354,230   361,226  
      
Children on Private Health Insurance 35,109 9.9%  72,984 20.2% 
      
By Policy Holder      
Non-Custodial Parent 17,028 48.50%  41,819 57.30% 
Custodial Parent 17,274 49.20%  29,632 40.60% 
Other 807 2.30%   1,533 2.10% 
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January-July 2008 and had not been listed on the private health insurance data match any time in August–

December 2007. A total of 18,619 IV-D children met this condition of being enrolled in a private health 

insurance plan in the first half of 2008 without having been enrolled in private coverage in the time 

between the first match and the end of 2007. Of these, 8,760 (47 percent) experienced time in the 

Medicaid or BadgerCare programs in the six months prior to enrolling in private coverage. The remaining 

9,859 (53 percent) did not participate in public health insurance.  

The children who moved from public health insurance to private health insurance during this 

period represent a potential for savings to the state’s public health insurance program. To estimate these 

savings, we assign each transferring child an expected monthly savings equal to the capitation rate that 

the state would pay an HMO to cover them under the BadgerCare Plus program Standard All Services 

Plan that started in February 2008.8 The capitation rate for the Standard Plan providing all services is 

dependent on the region of the state, age, and gender of the enrollee and ranges from $52.95 a month for 

children age 6–14 in the western part of the state to $351.88 for infants in Milwaukee County.9

                                                      

8Capitation rates in the BadgerCare program are classified as “standard” and “benchmark.” The benchmark 
rate is lower than the standard rate, but Department of Health Services enrollment figures indicate that only 2.4 
percent of all BadgerCare Plus participants are in the Benchmark Plan. The children in this calculation, who had 
previously been on Medicaid or BadgerCare, would almost certainly qualify for the standard plan rate. 

9Wisconsin Department of Health and Family Services. “2008 Managed Care Equivalent and HMO 
Capitation Rate Development for BadgerCare Plus Standard and Benchmark Plans.” January 2008. 

 A total of 

8,760 children enrolled in private insurance in the first half of 2008 after having been on public health 

insurance in the previous four months. Of these, 3,029 were apparently covered during the 6-month 

period by both BadgerCare and private insurance. Assigning to each of the 8,760 children who transferred 

from public health insurance to a private plan the capitation rate based on their characteristics results in a 

range of estimated cost savings between $442,936 and $735,840 per month. The lower estimate assumes 

that all the children covered by both private and public health insurance cost the state and federal 

governments the full standard plan capitation rate, whereas the higher estimate assumes no public cost for 

these dual-covered children. Because BadgerCare pays supplementary wraparound coverage that 
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amplifies private coverage for many of these children, the true cost savings is somewhere in between the 

two bounds. Assuming that these dual-covered children cost the state 75 percent of the cost of children 

only on the standard plan, estimated monthly savings would be $516,162 ($217,000 GPR and $299,000 

FED). 

EMPLOYER REACTIONS 

To gain a sense of how at least some employers react to the health orders system, we asked a total 

of 6 employers—four in Dane County and two in Jefferson County—to respond to questions about their 

experiences with the National Medical Support Notices they receive for their employees. The employers 

we interviewed included two school districts, a state agency, a large retail operation, and two 

manufacturers. We also talked to a construction company but were told that they send any forms they 

receive to the unions that provide health insurance for the vast majority of their employees.  

The KIDS system has a name and telephone number for most employers. Based on our very small 

sample, it appears that the employer contact person identified in KIDS is the payroll person responsible 

for handling paycheck withholding. For the NMSN, that person usually completes question 3 in Part A, 

which asks whether the obligor is still employed with that employer and, if not, whether any last known 

contact or new employer information is available. A staff person in the benefits unit usually completes the 

other Part A and the Part B questions, as well as the supplemental Health Insurance Information form. We 

interviewed the benefits staff person most extensively. 

Training 

The benefits staff all said that they had been handling NMSN’s since they started on the job, 

which ranged from 2 years to 7 years previously. None said they had received formal training on the 

forms, except for the general training they received when they assumed their current positions. All said 

the instructions on the forms are clear. None said that additional training from child support offices was 

necessary. They said that filling out the forms was not difficult, although communicating with employees, 
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when appropriate, about the need to enroll dependents in health insurance programs could be more 

difficult.  

Time Requirements 

The amount of time spent on each form depended on whether benefits staff had to actually enroll 

someone in health insurance. In cases where they determined that the cost of the insurance would exceed 

the Wisconsin limit (5 percent of gross income), the form took 5 minutes or less to complete. If benefits 

staff had to send a notice to enroll and then discuss insurance options with the employee, that could take 

30 minutes.  

Informing the Noncustodial Parent 

None of the contacts questioned the legitimacy of the process or the appropriateness of using an 

employee’s health insurance benefits to cover noncustodial children. However, one benefits specialist said 

that employees are often surprised when told that they have to provide insurance for a nonresident child. 

She asked why employees do not receive a copy of the same form that goes to the employer. Then, at 

least, the employer would not be responsible for breaking the news to the employee. (The state has been 

moving to take over from county staff and automate such communications to parents.)  

Frequency of NMSNs 

Among our small sample, the number of NMSNs that come in ranged from less than one a month 

to about 8 per month. One benefits staff person said that the NMSNs come in very irregularly and are 

usually bunched. All said that they have few questions about how to complete the form, but if they do 

have questions, the phone number of the child support office is clearly indicated on the form.  
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Contacts with County Child support Agencies 

One respondent said that, the few times she has tried to call the county child support agency, it 

has been time-consuming to get someone on the line. She had to call a few times before she could get 

something other than a busy signal, and then she had to listen to a long menu before she received a choice 

that was relevant. She suggested that child support offices should provide a separate phone number for 

employers to contact and include that number on the NMSNs. 

Children Who Do Not Reside in the HMO Service Area 

Two respondents noted that the forms did not seem to accommodate an occasional issue—that 

employees receive their health insurance through an HMO, and the child does not live in the service 

region covered by the HMO. In these cases, the child is eligible for only emergency and urgent care. The 

Health Insurance Information Form contains one blank line for free-form “remarks,” and employers 

sometimes (but not always) use the line to indicate these situations. When employers use the free-form 

line to say that the HMO would not cover most medical care, state BCS staff instruct county child support 

offices to exercise discretion in requiring the child’s enrollment. However, the two employers who raised 

this issue said they enroll the child even if the child lives outside of the area.   

KIDS contains no field indicating that a child who receives health insurance coverage is eligible 

only for emergency or urgent care. Even if such a field existed, it would not always be correctly entered, 

since the only place employers can indicate that situation is on the free-form “remarks” line, which is 

apparently not used for this purpose in every relevant case. As a result, it is difficult to know how often 

there is a coverage limitation to a geographic area in which the child does not reside. To increase 

understanding of this issue, it may be desirable to consider changing the Health Insurance Information 

Form and the KIDS reporting system to better reflect any geographic limitations. Particularly if health 

care coverage becomes a performance standard that influences how much funding child support agencies 

receive, state staff may want to adjust how much credit agencies receive for enrolling children who can 
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receive only emergency or urgent care under the insurance. At least, it may be desirable to know how 

prevalent this situation is. 

Repetitive Entries 

The most frequent criticism of the process from employers was the need to fill out the same 

material for each NMSN. One employer said that her firm was self-insured and so filled out much of the 

same information on each Health Insurance Information form. She said she tried to develop post-it notes 

with the repetitive information that she could attach in the relevant spot of the Health Insurance 

Information form, but the county agency rejected the form and sent it back, requiring her to type in the 

information. One benefits staff person, who works for a company that operates factories in both New 

Jersey and Wisconsin, said that she much preferred filling out NMSNs from New Jersey because they are 

entirely on-line. As a result, she can easily store repetitive information and then copy it into the relevant 

place. Postage costs were also reduced. Copies of the on-line New Jersey form and the paper Wisconsin 

form are attached.  

CONCLUSION 

It is difficult to come to final conclusions about the effectiveness of the recent systems changes 

for enforcing medical support orders without better knowledge of the health insurance status of children 

with support orders before the changes took place. Still, dramatic increases in health insurance data 

available to staff and a sharp growth in the number of children with private insurance occurred in the first 

year after implementation. The large increase in NMSN notices shows that the information on private 

health insurance plans is providing actionable data for staff to use, and these appear to have contributed to 

a doubling of private insurance coverage rates for IV-D children. The expansion of the data match to non-

Medicaid cases that started in July 2008 will likely bring more children into coverage. 
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A preliminary examination of employer reactions to the NMSN process found some potential 

room for improvements in the design of forms and in creating a more efficient process for employers, but 

most respondents did not report a difficult time or an overwhelming burden. 
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provldl)d by their tlnion and not by you 01» tho employer for the above""(!lIled 
(lfiiployel)'. depemi~nts pl!)(!sI) click on th!) 111511(1111C(1 Pf()vir/mi bV Un/OIl 
Imitoll wmi compi!)!\). th!) Part A funn, 

S, If thl) (atai amOu'lt withhi.'ld fo, both cash ami m~dical support I)}!cead t)S% 
of the i)mp!uyea'$ llggregate di5po$abla weakly (;:;)1I110g5 ple;)$(') dick i)ll the "",=====_rff.~m~(\ 
Support Exc(1ods 65% button and complet.:. th!) p;(l1'( A tbno, 

6, If th~ employae named abov~ is cUff'arldy w<lrkln;! for y<m and yow' eompMy (~]]~~~f~~,~~¥,W 
offeY$ i"SW'llrlee which will cover the ab!:>VQ,-Mmed employ!)e'$ d~p!)ndeob 
pl~~5e nave l.lctmlnistYlltor di¢k on the Comp/(IW Pmt' 8 button and 

• "Click" action button to select appropriate online response form 



• Enter union profile; union data populates onto Part A Response - click to select union 
Part B - Automatically Forwarded to Union 

Union Inforrnatiol1 

l_ik,. fli.\«,11 

Employer Nam'bl 
Empl!)y!.)r i'>ddfl.)~$l 

Employer PhO(i6H 

Union N~ma! 

Street Addr&h~$l: 

Str(!~t At:ldr(! •• ~: 

City: 

i:Wlte: 

Zit)! 

C","t".. 
Con.t~ct N.ame; 
t;(mtact Emaih 

. Cor.(.ct l'horll;; 

t ...................................................................................................................................... ! 
L ...................................... mm ... m ........... m.mm ............................................ m ......................... ..J 
I 
I................... ,."" .. , ... ,.~~v,."""' . .J o L_. __ -1 

• Enter & edit insurance' profile - Less Data Entry! 
Part B Response contains insurance plan grid - Click to select appropriate plans! 

Insurance Information 

l<i<;.<t"'"lM>U 
"mpl(jy~r N~lne! 
Emp(!y!.'w lvJctrMS: 

o>nta<:t 
C(jl1t~cr. Nama: 
COl1t~ct Fim~ll: 

Typ~: Ol)""tal 0 Medic.l 0 Merlt,,1 Health 0 Other 0 Pre$cdption Owg 0 Vi5ion 

PlJlr. Narne: [, ....... , ... , ................... , .................................................................. , ....... "", ............... "" .... "" ................................... J. , 
Gratlp Numher: L ... ~ ....... ' __ m .. m'_ ... ____ J 

----... --.-•• - C.ity;T,_m. .. .. ,..... _, ....... ,_J 
3ip:L ___ J 



• Update User Contact Info! 

Location Detail 

N~me: 

Mdr!?~.sl.: 

AdctrosS2: 

City: 

eon!;&ct. 

N"me: L __ ... ,, __ ,",,,,_,, ... ,,,.,,,, .. ,,,.,,,,,,, ...... m ....... --1 
Em~lI: t ...... "", .... ,., .... """.,.,,., .. ,,", ... ,, ................... """" .... ",,.J 
Phone: L __ --..J 

Insurance Information 

Union Information 

• Once response is submitted, user receives Adobe PDF copy of response for files. 
Online response is editable until 7pm eastern time . 

• Forgot Password? 
Registered user answers series of questions to retrieve forgotten password. 
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